2018 Letters to Congress and the Administration

- **Joint Comment Letter to EPA Opposing New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)** (12/17/18)
- **Joint Comment Letter to EPA supporting National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for particulate matter as a top public health priority** (12/11/18)
- **Joint Letter to EPA Opposing the Agency's Plans to Reconsider Limits on Mercury and Other Air Toxics from Power Plants** (11/14/18)
- **Joint Letter to EPA Commenting on Emission Guidelines for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Existing Electric Utility Generating Units** (10/31/18)
- **Joint Letter to EPA and NHTSA Opposing the Reduction of Existing Vehicle Emission and Efficiency Standards** (10/26/18)
- **Joint Letter to EPA Supporting the Office of Children's Health Protection (OCHP)** (10/1/18)
- **Joint Letter to EPA Opposing Reconsideration of Limits on Mercury and other Air Toxics from Power Plants** (8/31/18)
- **Comments on EPA Proposed Rule Strengthening Transparency in Regulatory Science** (8/16/18)
- **Joint Statement Opposing Environmental Protection Agency Strengthening Transparency in Regulatory Science Proposed Rule** (7/16/18)
- **Joint Letter to Congress Supporting Implementation and Enforcement of Clean Air Act's 2015 Ozone Pollution Standards** (6/21/18)
- **Letter to EPA Requesting Public Hearing and Comment Period Extension for Proposed Rule: Strengthening Transparency in Regulatory Science** (5/17/18)
- **Joint Letter to Congress Opposing Elimination of EPA Indoor Environments Division and the State Indoor Radon Grant Program** (5/11/18)
- **Letter to the Administration Nominating Nancy L. Jeffrey to National Center for Environmental Health’s Board of Scientific Counselors at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)** (4/27/18)
- **Joint Letter to Congress Opposing the Smoggy Skies Act** (4/23/18)
- **Nomination of Wallace L. Chambers to CDC Lead Exposure Prevention Advisory Committee** (4/13/18)
- **Nomination of Angelo Bellomo to EPA National Environmental Justice Advisory Council** (4/13/18)
- **Joint Comment Letter to EPA Supporting the Reinstatement Clean Power Plan** (2/26/18)
- **Joint Letter to Congress Opposing Policy Riders that Weaken Clean Air Protections** (1/17/18)
- **Joint Comment Letter to the EPA Opposing Repeal of Emissions Requirements** (1/5/18)
- **Comment Letter to the EPA Opposing Clean Power Plan Repeal** (1/5/18)